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ARTICLE 2 APPLICATION AND APPROVAL PROCEDURES 
 
 

 Section 200 – SUBDIVISION TYPES 
 

The following applies to Subdivisions or the divisions of land which are used for commercial, 
industrial, office, residential, or other types of uses.  The Subdivision of land can occur in the 
following forms: 

 
1. Major Division of Land - A Major Subdivision of land involves eight (8) or more buildable lots in 

addition to the Parent Tract and can include public improvements such as streets, grading, utilities 
and stormwater detention.  The review procedure for a major division of land involves a Primary Plat, 
Improvement Plan, and a Secondary Plat as outlined in this Article.  If, however, a division of land 
containing eight (8) or more buildable lots does not require any public street improvements or 
stormwater detention and only requires minimal grading, the developer will only be required to 
submit a Primary Plat and a Secondary Plat for review and approval; 

2. Minor Division of Land - A Minor Subdivision of land involves the division of  seven (7) buildable 
lots or less in addition to the Parent Tract, and is located along an existing public street or a private 
drive as specified in this Ordinance and involves minimal grading.  The review procedure for a minor 
division of land involves a Primary Plat and a Secondary Plat as outlined in this Article.  The minor 
division of land involves no widening or extension of a public street or stormwater detention.  The 
procedures and application requirements are outlined in this Article; 

3. Administrative Division of Land – Administrative Subdivisions (hereafter called Certified Surveys) 
are exempt from most provisions of this Ordinance, may not result in or require the creation of a 
public easement or the installation of public improvements, and must be one of the following types of 
division: 

a. The division by conveyance of a single lot, tract, or parcel of land or a part thereof, shown as 
a unit on the last preceding transfer of ownership record, into more than two lots, tracts, or 
parcels of land in any one (1) year period of time for the purpose, whether immediate or 
future, of transfer of ownership for residential, commercial, or industrial purposes. 
Additional divisions of this type shall be required to follow the Major or Minor Subdivision 
procedure; 

b. A division of land for the transfer of a tract, or tracts, to correct errors in an existing legal 
description, provided that no additional building sites other than for accessory buildings are 
created by the division; 

c. A division of land pursuant to an allocation of land in the settlement of a decedent's estate or 
a court decree for the distribution of property; 

d. A division of land for federal, state or local government to acquire street right-of-way; 

e. A division of land for the transfer of a tract, or tracts, between adjoining lots provided that no 
additional principal use building sites are created by the division. Each lot created shall be 
clearly identified as a non-buildable parcel on the plat and within the deed.  The adjoined lots 
so created hereunder shall have only one principal use building site each; 

f. A division of land into cemetery plots for the purpose of burial of corpses; 
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g. A retracement of an existing parcel of record in which a survey plat does not exist, a survey 
error is being corrected or a new deed and/or legal description being created. 

 
4. Exempt Family Divisions: Exempt Family Divisions (hereafter called Family Subdivisions) are 

defined as a division of a lot or parcel for the sale or gift to a member of the immediate family of the 
property owner. Family Subdivisions are exempt from most provisions of this Ordinance, may not 
result in or require the creation of a public easement or the installation of public improvements, and 
must meet the following criteria: 

   a. Only one such division shall be allowed per family member and shall not be for the 
purpose of circumventing the requirements set forth in the St. Leon Subdivision Control 
Ordinance.  

   b. A member of the immediate family is defined as any person who is a natural or legally 
defined offspring, grandchild, spouse, sibling, parent, or grandparent.   

   c.  All applicable requirements of the St. Leon Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision Control 
Ordinance regarding the establishment of conforming lots or parcels of record must be 
followed. 

   d. The property owner requesting such subdivision shall have held fee simple title to the 
property to be subdivided for a period of five (5) years prior to the filing of the family 
subdivision application with the county. 

   e. The grantee must be at least 18 years of age. 
   f.  Lots may not be voluntarily transferred to a non-immediate family member for at least five 

(5) years after approval of the Family Subdivision plat, except: 
 1)  A transfer of a shared interest may be subsequently or simultaneously made to 

the spouse of the grantee. This restriction shall be noted in the deed. 
   2)  Upon the approval of a Subdivision Waiver in accordance with Article 1 of 

this Ordinance. 
 

 If a Family Subdivision grantee conveys a lot or parcel received pursuant to an approved 
Family  

 Subdivision plat within five (5) years after the date of record plat approval, the grantee shall be 
presumed to have intended at the time of the approval of the Family Subdivision to circumvent 
this Section of the Subdivision Control Ordinance. Such conveyance shall entitle the Town 
Attorney and the Planning Director to take any reasonable actions necessary to ameliorate the 
effect of such circumvention, including, without limitation, recommending to the Town Board 
the pursuit of legal remedies that result in the vacation of said Subdivision in whole or in part. 
This subsection shall not apply to a conveyance made to secure an obligation pursuant to the 
foreclosure of a lien. 

 No zoning permit or building permit shall be issued for any lot or parcel with respect to which 
any of the foregoing provisions of this subsection has been violated unless and until correction 
of such violations have been accomplished to the satisfaction of the Planning Director. 
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Section 215 – MAJOR SUBDIVISIONS 
 

1.  Summary of Major Subdivision Review Process 
 

Major Subdivisions involve three separate review steps before the proposed property can 
be developed and then recorded.  The first step, the Primary Plat, involves a Public 
Hearing before the Commission as required in this Article 2.  This step allows a 
conceptual review of the layout of the proposed development. The second step, the 
Improvement Plan, involves detailed construction plans of how the Subdivision will be 
developed as set forth in this Article 2.  The Secondary Plat involves the recording of the 
Subdivision as set forth in this Article 2. 
 
After the Commission has approved the Primary Plat and, if the development includes 
public improvements, an Improvement Plan approval is required before any construction 
on the site can begin. Improvement Plans are the construction plans for the Subdivision 
and any public improvements that are to be dedicated to the Town.  If the Improvement 
Plan complies with the requirements of this Ordinance and the Town of St. Leon Zoning 
Ordinance, the Improvement Plan will be approved by the Commission.  After this 
approval, construction can begin on the property as indicated by the Improvement Plan.  
Before any property can be recorded through the Secondary Plat procedure, thus allowing 
the transfer of the property, all required public improvements must be completed and 
inspected and approved or a surety must be in place to guarantee the completion and 
approval of the improvements.  (See Article 4) 
 
After the improvements have been installed and a request is made for their acceptance to 
the legislative unit, a maintenance bond is required to cover any final improvements still to 
be completed, as well as to cover the performance of the improvements for a minimum of 
two years.  (See Article 4)  
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2.  Primary Plat Application Procedure 
 
The purpose of Primary Plat approval is to determine whether a proposed plat complies 
with all relevant development requirements set forth, or incorporated, in this Ordinance, 
and to identify the relevant development standards with which the proposal does not 
comply, if any.  The Primary Plat is intended to be a conceptual layout of the proposed 
Subdivision and not a construction level detailed review.  The following is required for 
this process: 

a. An informal pre-application meeting with the Planning Department Staff to 
review the proposed Subdivision development prior to submittal of an application. 
 The purpose is to allow the Staff to explain the Subdivision process and to review 
the proposed development with the applicant; 

b. File nine (9) copies of a completed application, along with its associated public 
hearing fees, to the Planning Staff as prescribed during the pre-application 
meeting process; 

c. Within thirty (30) days after receiving a complete application, the Planning 
Director or his designee shall schedule a Public Hearing as described in this 
Article; 

d. Prior to the Commission's Public Hearing on the application, the Staff and the 
Technical Review Committee shall review the submitted Primary Plat for 
compliance with these regulations and provide a written report that indicates 
compliance with the requirements of the Ordinance or a list of any deficiencies.  
The applicant shall then be given the opportunity to correct these deficiencies 
prior to the public hearing.   

 
3.  Public Hearing Notification Requirements 

 
After scheduling a Public Hearing as specified earlier in this Section, the Commission 
shall provide notification of the Public Hearing as follows: 

a. Notice of the hearing shall be given by the Staff (postmarked and mailed) at least 
ten (10) days in advance of the Public Hearing by certified mail to the applicant 
and the owners of all property adjoining the property of the proposed Subdivision. 
 The Applicant proposing the Subdivision shall furnish to the Staff the names and 
addresses of the owners of all adjoining property.  The Dearborn County 
Assessor’s Office may be relied upon to determine the identity for all adjoining 
property owners.  In the cases where the Subdivision abuts or includes a county 
line, notice shall be given to properties at least 660 feet from the county line or 
property line into the neighboring county.  The notice shall state, at a minimum, 
the time, place and purpose of the hearing. 

 
b. Notice of the Public Hearing shall be published in a newspaper of general 

circulation at least ten (10) days prior to the hearing.  Said published notice shall 
state, at a minimum, the time, place and purpose of the hearing. 
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4.  Approval of the Primary Plat 
 

  The Commission shall take the following action on the Applicant's request after the public 
hearing: 

a. If, after the Public Hearing, the Commission determines that the application and Primary Plat 
comply with the standards in this Ordinance, the Commission shall make written findings 
and a decision granting primary approval to the Primary Plat.  Reasonable conditions 
may be imposed to the approval of the plat that are supported by the requirements of this 
Ordinance. Before the Commission approves a Primary plat showing park or land reservation 
for another local governmental unit, the Commission shall obtain approval of the park or 
land reservation from the participating jurisdiction; 

b. If, after the Public Hearing, the Commission denies the Primary Plat, it shall make written 
findings that set forth its reasons and a decision denying primary approval and shall provide 
the applicant with a copy of such findings. 

c. The Commission meeting minutes shall serve as the written findings of fact in support of its 
decision on the Primary Plat.  After the minutes are approved by the Commission, the 
minutes shall serve as his confirmation of the Commission's official action on the 
Applicant’s request.  If the Applicant requests written notification of the decision prior to the 
adoption of the official minutes of their application, the Planning Director or his designee 
shall upon request by the Applicant provide this written notification;  

d. If the approved by the Commission, Planning Director or his designee shall stamp and sign 
the Primary Plat according to the final action taken by the Commission and provide a copy to 
the applicant as well as for the file. 

The Plan Commission’s approval of a Primary Plat shall not constitute approval of 
Improvement Plan or Secondary Plat unless otherwise stated within this Ordinance. 
Primary approval by the Commission is subject to review by certiorari. Secondary plat 
approval of a subdivision shall not occur until a minimum of thirty (30) days has elapsed 
since the granting of Primary approval, per IC 36-7-4-708(d). 
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5.  Primary Plat Requirements 
 

The Primary Plat shall meet the minimum acceptable design standards set forth in Article 
3 of this Ordinance and the general applicable regulations for the construction of public 
improvements as set forth in this Ordinance, and the Town of St. Leon Zoning Ordinance. 
 In addition to the requirements of the preceding sentence, the Primary Plat shall contain 
the following information: 
 

a. The proposed Subdivision plat shall be drawn to a scale of not less than one inch 
equals one hundred feet (1"= 100’) unless Staff approves another scale.  The 
submitted drawing shall be on a 24" x 36" paper size.  A graphic or written scale 
shall be noted on the plat along with the date of the plat and north arrow.  All 
multiple sheet plans shall be stapled together to form plan sets; 

b. The proposed Subdivision name, the names and addresses of the owner and 
developer, and the name, address, and seal of a Indiana Professional Engineer, or 
Registered Land Surveyor responsible for designing the plat.  In no case shall the 
name of a proposed Subdivision duplicate or be similar to an existing Subdivision 
in Dearborn County unless it is an extension or expansion of an existing 
Subdivision unless approved by the Planning Director or his designee; 

c. A vicinity map showing the proposed location of the Subdivision by township and 
section and in relation to major or minor roads in the area.  The vicinity map shall 
have an approximate scale; 

d. All proposed uses including the type of housing (e.g. single-family attached or 
detached, townhouses, duplexes, etc.) or other uses in the Subdivision and any 
public dedication or reservation of land; 

e. Label all open space and common areas; 
f. Acreage of land to be subdivided, the total number of lots, and if applicable, the 

approximate number of acres of open space or other public uses; 
g. Existing contours with intervals of not more than ten (10) feet to reflect the 

current topography of the proposed Subdivision with elevations based on mean 
sea level (U.S.G.S. Datum).  Also, the current elevations on adjoining streets or 
roads shall be required to determine proper access management; 

h. If any type of fence, brick wall, or earthen berm is being proposed to screen the 
proposed Subdivision from a street or adjoining land use, it shall be noted on the 
Primary Plat.  Details such as height and type of screen shall be indicated on the 
Primary Plat.  Identify all landscaped areas within a public street right-of-way 
along with maintenance of such features.  If landscaped islands are proposed, 
drainage facilities are required; 
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i. Boundary lines of the land to be subdivided shall be shown in heavy solid lines, 
including lengths and bearings.  The following existing features within 100 feet of 
the proposed Subdivision boundary shall be indicated, as referenced either from 
scaled aerial photography or orthophotography, or as referenced from field 
observations: all existing buildings, cemeteries, historical landmarks or features, 
water courses, railroads, bridges, all private/public utility facilities and easements. 
In addition, the present zoning classification, both on the land to be subdivided 
and on the adjoining land, and the names of adjoining property owners and 
adjacent Subdivisions within one hundred (100) feet of the Subdivision boundary. 
 If the proposed Subdivision is an additional section of an existing Subdivision, 
the plat shall show the numbering of all adjoining sections and lots; 

j. Information pertaining to proposed and existing public/private utility layouts (e.g. 
storm and sanitary sewer, water, gas, telephone, electric, cable, etc.) based upon 
existing service lines.  If applicable, the location of all detention / retention 
structures.  The primary utility layout for the Subdivision shall define the location 
and direction of flow of each stormwater and sanitary sewer, and the location of 
each water line.  Telephone, electrical, and cable service should be noted as being 
installed underground or overhead; 

k. A letter from all utility providers indicating the availability of service for the 
proposed Subdivision; 

l. Names, locations, widths, lengths, grades and curves of proposed streets pursuant 
to Section 305 Street Design herein.  The Applicant shall state whether the 
proposed streets will be public or private.  Also, any existing easements shall be 
shown along with other open spaces or reservation of land.  Lots shall be 
numbered and the lot sizes (in acres) shall be noted on the plat.  The minimum 
building lines shall be denoted on the plat.  In no case shall the name of a 
proposed street duplicate or be similar to an existing street in Dearborn County 
unless it is an extension or expansion of existing street; 

m. Approximate boundaries of 100-year flood plain using the Flood Insurance Rate 
Maps and Floodway Maps for Dearborn County.  Properties located within the 
floodplain shall provide written documentation from the Indiana Department of 
Natural Resources regarding the Flood Protection Grade and the location of the 
floodway.  The plat shall show all flood-prone areas and a sketch map using the 
current U.S. Geological Survey data to demonstrate the drainage basins upstream 
and downstream from the development; 
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n. Reference to the existing soil types of the site or proposed Subdivision.  The 
location and identification of soil types can be found in the Soil Survey of 
Dearborn and Ohio Counties, Indiana produced by the USDA.  This document is 
available at the Planning Department.  If other data is used it shall be certified by a 
professional engineer licensed in Indiana.  The soil types shall be listed on the 
Primary P1at in order to determine any potential environmental impact as a result 
of building or public improvement construction on each soil type; 

 
o. The phasing proposed and estimated time needed to reach build-out of the 

Subdivision; 
 
 6.  Sectionalizing (Phasing) Major Subdivisions 
 

During the Primary Plat review of a Major Subdivision, a Subdivider may present a phasing or 
sectionalizing plan. If a phasing plan is submitted, the build-out of the Subdivision must be 
identified on the Primary Plat drawing and accompanying materials. As a part of this process, 
the Plan Commission can require that certain improvements be completed within or by a certain 
phase of the Subdivision’s development.  For example, road termini, utility improvements, or 
neighborhood or community amenities may be required within the early phases of the 
Subdivision.  

 
Additional financial guarantee may be required for Subdivisions developed in phases to ensure 
that public improvements are connected as shown in the approved Primary Plat or financial 
guarantee may be required to remain in place until all sections of the Subdivision are 
completed. For example, prior to the development of a new phase or section, a maintenance 
guarantee may be required to ensure the satisfactory condition of the required improvements 
from earlier sections of the affected Subdivision—or adjacent development. Financial 
guarantees must also be consolidated if different phases or sections are owned or controlled by 
the same Subdivider. 
 
 

 7. Expiration of Primary Plat 
 

 The approval of the Primary Plat shall be in effect for two (2) years from the date of the 
Commission’s approval unless an Improvement Plan for at least one (1) section of the Subdivision 
is submitted for review and approval.  As each section of a Subdivision is approved and developed, 
the approval of the Primary Plat will be extended for a two-year period beyond each approved 
section.  A one (1) year extension of the approval of a Primary Plat is possible through an 
application to the Planning Director. 
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8. Improvement Plan Review Procedure 
 

After the approval of the Primary Plat and after meeting informally with the Staff, the 
Subdivider or Applicant shall, prior to the construction and installation of any utilities, roads or 
grading of any parcel, prepare and submit a Construction Plan, otherwise known as an 
Improvement Plan for review and action by the Dearborn County Technical Review Committee 
and the Town’s designated Planning Staff.  The Improvement Plan shall be consistent with the 
approved Primary Plat.  Any changes to the approved Primary Plat shall be reviewed by the 
Planning Director or his designee to determine if the changes are major or minor in scope.  
Minor changes shall include slight movement of streets, reconfiguration of lots, renumbering of 
lots, increasing or reducing lot sizes or similar changes.  Major changes can include increases in 
the number of lots or removal of street connections.  Any changes considered to be major in 
scope shall require a new Public Hearing by the Applicant as described in this Ordinance. 

 
The Applicant may file an application and submit an Improvement Plan application to the 
Planning Department after Primary Plat approval has been received.  Upon receipt of a 
complete application, the Planning Department shall distribute the required copies of the 
Improvement Plan to the members of the Technical Review Committee for review.  The 
Technical Review Committee and staff will meet informally on a scheduled, or as needed basis, 
to review each Improvement Plan for its compliance with the Subdivision Ordinance.  The 
Planning Director or designee shall then forward a list of deficiencies, if any, to the applicant.  
If the Applicant corrects the deficiencies, and the Improvement Plan is in compliance with the 
Subdivision Control Ordinance and the Zoning Ordinance, the Plan must be approved. 

 
 
 9. Improvement Plan Requirements 
 

The Improvement Plan shall provide the minimum acceptable design and improvement 
standards which will be required by the Commission as a precondition to development or in 
conjunction with development for lots, streets, utilities, and other physical elements in the 
Subdivision.  Based upon the information and design plans of the Subdivision, the Planning 
Director or his designee may request additional information on any of the following 
requirements in order to clarify design issues.  The Improvement Plan shall be designed by a 
Indiana Registered Professional Engineer or Surveyor and installed in accord with these and 
other applicable regulations, and shall contain the following information: 

a. The proposed name of the Subdivision or development as approved in the Primary 
Plat.  In no case shall the name of a proposed Subdivision duplicate or be similar 
to an existing Subdivision in the Town of St. Leon unless it is an extension or 
expansion of an existing Subdivision; 

b. Names and addresses of owner or developer of the Subdivision and the Indiana 
Registered Professional Engineer or Surveyor responsible for the design of all 
improvements.  The Improvement Plan shall be certified with the seal of the 
engineer or surveyor; 
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c. The plan shall be to a scale of one inch equals fifty feet (1”= 50’) unless Staff 
approves another scale and the submitted drawing shall be on a 24" x 36" paper 
size.  On large lots, this scale may be used to show just the graded portion of the 
lots, and improvements.  A graphic or a written scale shall be on each sheet of the 
plan.  All multiple sheet plans shall be stapled together and numbered to form plan 
sets; 

d. A vicinity map showing the proposed location of the Subdivision by township and 
section and in relation to major or minor roads in the area.  The vicinity map shall 
have an approximate scale.  In addition, if the Subdivision is done in sections, a 
reduction of the overall subdivision plan shall be provided on the cover sheet that 
graphically indicates the area under review; 

e. The date shall be on the cover or first sheet of the Improvement Plan, and a north 
arrow shall be on all sheets of the Improvement Plan; 

f. The boundary of the Subdivision or section of Subdivision under review shall be 
indicated by a heavy, solid line on one sheet of the Improvement Plan at a 
standard scale to show the location of the section under review with other sections 
of the Subdivision.  All Subdivision boundary lines shall be labeled with the 
bearing and distance; 

g. The location and name of all existing and recorded streets, right-of-way and 
roadway widths, railroads, public and private utility right-of-ways or easements 
(including drainage easements); public parks and open spaces; buildings (labeled 
as "to remain" or "to be removed”); township, city, town, county and state 
boundary lines; cemeteries and other historical landmarks or features.  Drainage 
easements not planned to be piped shall be labeled “surface drainage easement”; 

h. Sight distances in both directions for any proposed road that intersects with an 
existing street shall meet the Town’s minimum sight distance requirements.  The 
sight distances shall also be denoted on the plat along with the speed limits of the 
roads to be intersected.  

i. Location and sizes of all existing utility facilities (public and private) within or 
adjacent to the Subdivision or development area.  Location and width of all public 
or private sidewalks, including ownership and maintenance of private sidewalks 
and pathway systems; 

j. Location and identification of all existing zoning districts within, or adjoining, the 
Subdivision or project area.  If used for residential purposes, the type of housing 
shall be stated on the Improvement Plan; 

k. Existing contours with intervals of not more than ten (10) feet shall be clearly 
marked with elevations based on mean sea level (U.S.G.S. Datum) and the 
location and description of the benchmark used.  All subdivisions larger than 50 
total lots will be required to tie into the State Plane Coordinate System; 
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l. Proposed finished contours with intervals of not more than five (5) feet, shall be 
clearly labeled and be related to the existing contours.  Maximum grade for any 
excavated (cut or fill) slopes shall be 2.5:1 (2.5 feet horizontal for each 1 foot 
vertical), and the design slope shall be labeled on the plan.  Excavated slopes may 
be steeper upon report by a geotechnical engineer approved by the Planning 
Department.  Disturbed limits shall be clearly identified on the submitted plan and 
in the field; 

m. Location, right-of-way and pavement width, name of all proposed streets and 
other public utility right-of-ways or easements.  Show striping of street lanes on 
roads with more than two lanes.  Also, show location of streetlights and submit 
detail of a typical light fixture.  A typical detail drawing that depicts the 
classification of the proposed street shall be shown on the Improvement Plan.  
Where divided entrances are proposed, detail plans may be required when 
appropriate.  Proposed street names shall not duplicate or too closely approximate 
phonetically, the name of any other street in Dearborn County.  Street stations and 
PVI’s shall be labeled on the centerline of proposed streets and correspond to 
profiles of said street; 

n. The location and lot number of all lots with the distances shown on each lot line.  
Arrows showing the water flow off the lot will indicate the proposed drainage of 
individual lots; 

o. Profile of each proposed street with finish grades (including adequate extensions, 
where necessary, beyond the proposed Subdivision, development or section) 
including all existing and proposed underground public utility crossings with 
catch basins, junction boxes, manholes and existing private utility crossings 
including gas, electricity, and telephone.  Horizontal scale shall be the same as the 
plan scale and vertical scale not less than one inch equals ten feet (1"=10') unless 
approved by the Staff.  Stationing shall be labeled and correspond to the plan 
view; 

p. Location of proposed sanitary, storm water, and water resource systems, including 
all facilities relating thereto such as manholes, pump stations, sewerage plants, 
catch basins, junction boxes, headwalls, water valves and fire hydrants.  
Detention/retention areas or ponds shall be clearly identified with the maximum 
volume capacities labeled.  Detailed drawings of all overflow facilities shall be 
shown.  All stormwater and sanitary sewer facilities (catch basins, junction boxes, 
headwalls and manholes) shall be numbered and correspond to those facilities on 
profiles as described in paragraph "18" of this section.  Connection to existing 
facilities shall be shown and labeled. Responsibility of maintenance of any 
detention/retention areas shall be noted on the Improvement Plan; 

q. Location and identification of any drainage facility (i.e. man made dams) or 
natural feature (i.e. lake or pond) on the site or within one hundred (100) feet of 
the Subdivision or development boundary which has, or could have, a significant 
impact on drainage or siltation control; 
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r. Profiles of all proposed stormwater and sanitary sewer pipelines and facilities 
including percent grade, pipe diameters, pipe lengths, and invert elevations.  
Profiles shall also show all existing and proposed public utility (water, storm and 
sanitary sewer) crossings, and all existing private utility (gas, electric, and 
telephone) crossings.  The facilities (catch basins, junction boxes, headwalls and 
manholes) shall be numbered and correspond to those facilities as described in 
paragraph ”16” of this section.  The design velocity of stormwater flow shall be 
shown at the headwall and the re-entrance into the natural stream.  Detail 
drawings of all detention/retention overflow and controlling facilities including 
valves shall be shown.  Connections to existing pipelines or facilities shall be 
shown and labeled; 

s. Design calculations for all drainage facilities including detention/retention basins, 
sediment basins, stormwater pipelines and drainage channels.  All calculations 
must be approved by an Indiana Register Professional Engineer or Surveyor; 

t. Names of adjacent property owners and recorded Subdivisions with section or 
phase number within one hundred (100) feet of the site under review; 

u. Reference to the type of street and a typical cross-section detail as noted in the 
current Town Street Specifications; 

v. The minimum building setback lines as stated in the current Town of St. Leon 
Zoning Ordinance shall be noted either graphically and in written form; 

w. Indicate lots in the proposed Subdivision or development that are intended to be 
dedicated or temporarily reserved for public use, or to be reserved by deed 
covenant for use of all property owners in the Subdivision, and the conditions, if 
any, of such dedication or reservation.  The applicant shall provide information 
regarding any dedication of public lands, restrictive covenants on non-
development areas, or conservation easements; 

x. The location of all erosion and sediment control facilities shall be shown on the 
plan, with detail drawings of each type of facility being used.  The detailed soil 
erosion techniques or features may be referenced on the plan in accordance with 
the Indiana Department of Natural Resources Rule 5 Permit for Erosion Control.  
All excavated slopes (4:1 or steeper) shall be seeded and mulched immediately 
upon completion of grading of that particular slope, and right-of-ways shall be 
seeded and mulched within 120 days of the Planning Department's Secondary Plat 
approval of that section; 

y. A draft copy of any Homeowners Association Agreement document which deals 
with the future maintenance of sidewalks, streets, open areas, recreational lands, 
street lighting, private utilities, and other items.  At a minimum, the Homeowners 
Agreement document should include membership names, fee or dues structure, 
estimated cost for future maintenance items, a detailed list of maintenance items, a 
budget description and a description of ownership boundaries; 

z. Additional documentation or information such as geotechnical studies may be 
required by the Planning Department if an applicant is proposing to make 
improvements on property located on steep slopes of 25 percent or greater or that 
have types of soils and geologic formations, which severely limit development; 
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aa. A copy of written approval shall be provided for all public utility improvements to 
be provided.  The letter should not only indicate that the service is available but 
that the applicant has permission to extend or tap into the service.  A copy of any 
required IDEM approval for any sanitary sewer service shall also be provided.  
Developments requiring access onto a state highway shall be required to provide a 
copy of any required INDOT permit; and 

bb. Any applicable Floodway or Flood Plain information as determined in Section 
216, Item 13; 

cc. A Phase I Environmental Site Assessment prepared by a certified environmental 
consultant licensed in the State of Indiana, in accordance with ASTM E 1527-00 
for any subdivision proposed for a commercial use. Any Subdivision may be 
subject to this requirement, at the request of the Technical Review Committee, if 
the site contains a potential environmental risk. 

 
 
  10. Improvement Plan Approval 
 

The Technical Review Committee and Planning Department Staff shall have thirty (30) 
days from date of receipt of the completed application to review the Plan and take action 
unless the applicant waives the time limitation, in writing.  If the Improvement Plan is in 
agreement with requirements within this Ordinance and the Town of St. Leon Zoning 
Ordinance, then the Plan shall be approved by the Technical Review Committee and the 
Planning Department Staff.  If the Plan is not in compliance with the requirements of this 
order and the zoning ordinance the Plan cannot be approved until it is made to be 
compliant.  If the Plan is approved with or without conditions, then the applicant may 
proceed with construction.  If the submitted Improvement Plan is not approved, then the 
property owner, developer; or applicant may resubmit a new application or may appeal the 
decision before the full Plan Commission at its next available meeting. 

 
Approval of the Improvement Plan by the Technical Review Committee shall not 
constitute acceptance of the Secondary Plat.  Approval of the Improvement Plan also shall 
not be construed as acceptance or agreement to accept any proposed improvement 
intended to be dedicated for public use. 
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The Improvement Plan shall become null and void after two (2) years from the date of 
approval, unless a substantial amount of construction of significant improvements in the 
Subdivision are made (as determined by the Planning Director) and include the following: 
utility installation, road construction, or extensive excavation.  In addition, acceptance of a 
financial guaranty will extend the approval period for the length of the guaranty.  A one 
(1) year extension of approval for an Improvement Plan can be issued by the Planning 
Director.  Any deviation from or changes made to the approved Improvement Plan shall be 
submitted to the Planning Department for review and approval by the Staff and/or by the 
Technical Review Committee of the Plan Commission.  In the event that any person 
holding an approved improvement plan permit pursuant to this ordinance violates the 
terms of the permit or implements site development in such a manner as to materially 
adversely affect the health, welfare, or safety of persons residing or working in the 
neighborhood or development site so as to be materially detrimental to the public welfare 
or injurious to property or improvements in the neighborhood, the Building Commissioner 
or Planning Director, or their respective designees, may suspend or revoke a site 
development permit. The Planning Department shall stamp and distribute the approved 
copies of the Improvement Plan to the appropriate organizations. 

 
 
  11. Secondary Plat Review Procedure 
 

The Secondary Plat shall conform to the approved Improvement Plan, and if desired by 
the Applicant, it may constitute only that portion of the approved Improvement Plan, 
which the Applicant proposes to record and develop at the time.  However, any section, 
phase or part shall conform to all requirements of these regulations. 

  
  12. Secondary Plat Requirements 
 
   The Secondary Plat shall conform to the requirements listed below: 

a. The proposed name of the Subdivision or development, as established by the 
Improvement Plan.  Also, names of adjacent property owners and recorded 
Subdivisions with section or phase number.  All Secondary Plats shall be drawn 
on a 24” x 36”inch fixed line mylar; 

b. A vicinity map showing the proposed location of the Subdivision by township and 
section and in relation to major or minor roads in the area.  The vicinity map shall 
have an approximate scale.  In addition, if the Subdivision is done in sections a 
reduction of the overall Subdivision plan shall be provided on the cover sheet that 
graphically indicates the area of the Subdivision to be recorded; 

c. Any information required by the Dearborn County Recorders Office;  
d. Name(s) and address(es) of the Owner or developer of the Subdivision and the 

Indiana Registered Land Surveyor or surveying firm responsible, for survey and 
lot design of the Subdivision; 
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e. Date, north arrow, and graphic or written scale.  The scale shall not be less than 
one inch equals fifty feet (1”=50’), except Subdivision or developments with lots 
having a minimum area of two acres which shall not be less than one inch equals 
one hundred feet (1”=100’); 

f. Boundary of the Subdivision or section thereof, with bearings and distances based 
on the field traverse that has an accuracy of not less than one part in five thousand 
(1:5000); 

g. Area of the Subdivision or section of the Subdivision and area of each lot in acres; 
h. Location and right-of-way width and length of all streets and easements which are 

to be dedicated or reserved for public or private use; 
i. Names of streets within or adjacent to the Subdivision, and private streets shall be 

labeled; 
j. Centerline curve data for the right-of-way of the streets and easements with the 

data to include:  central angle and radius, arc, length, long chord and tangent 
distances; 

k. Numbered, lots whose boundaries are described by bearing and distance for each 
tangent course, and proper curve data (as given above) for curve courses.  Side lot 
lines that are not radial with curved street centerlines shall have a reference tie to 
the tangent line of that centerline curve.  Also, if any lots were subject to a 
Certified Survey, those lots shall be noted with dashed lines and referenced; 

l. Description of all monumentation, including notation as whether were found or 
set, and the type of monument used; 

m. Location of areas to be dedicated for, public use and with the planned use clearly 
indicated.  Areas intended to be reserved for common use but not dedicated to 
public use shall be identified by a lot number and treated as a private lot.  A 
statement shall appear on the Secondary Plat that clearly describes the ownership 
and maintenance responsibilities for any public or non-public common areas; 

n. The following statement shall appear on the Secondary Plat unless noted in the 
form of a deed restriction by the developer of a Subdivision: Current applicable 
zoning regulations or districts will determine building setbacks; 

o. Certificate and seal of the Indiana Registered Land Surveyor, who is responsible 
for the survey that the plat represents (Article 7, Certificate A); 

p. A signed and notarized certificate of the owner(s) indicating adoption of the plat 
and dedication of the streets, easements, and any other public areas (Article 7, 
Certificates B-1 and B-2, where applicable).  This certificate shall be signed prior 
to the plat being signed by the Planning Director or his designee; 

q. Reference to the current Deed Book(s) and Page Number(s) as to the transfer to 
the current owner(s) of all property that is a part of the Subdivision or section 
thereof.  If the reference is of more than one tract, the tract line shall be shown on 
the plat; 

r. Certificate of approval of the St. Leon Plan Commission (Article 7, Certificate C); 
s. Certificate of approval of the Property Owner (Article 7, Certificate D), for 

Subdivisions that do not involve public dedications; 
t. Certificate of the Dearborn County Recorder and Auditor (Article 7, Certificate E 

& H); 
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u. Certificate of Dedication for public streets and storm sewer line(s), if applicable 
(Article 7, Certificate F); 

v. A final copy of any Homeowners Agreement document which deals with the 
future maintenance of sidewalks, streets, open areas, recreational lands, street 
lighting, private utilities, and other items.  At a minimum, the Homeowners 
Agreement document should include membership names fee or dues structure, 
estimated cost for future maintenance items, a detailed list of maintenance items, a 
budget description and a description of ownership boundaries; 

w. Show the location and dimensions of a cemetery if it exists on the site; 
x. Any applicable Floodway or Flood Plain information, if applicable. 

 
 

13.  Secondary Plat Approval 
 

Approval, approval with conditions or modifications, or disapproval shall occur within ten 
(10) working days from the date of submittal of the application by the Planning Director 
or his designee.  Any public improvements as required by this Ordinance shall be 
addressed according to Article 4 before the Secondary Plat can be approved.  If the Plat is 
in agreement with requirements within this Ordinance and the Town of St. Leon Zoning 
Ordinance, then the Plat shall be approved.  If the Plat is not in compliance with the 
requirements of this order and the Zoning Ordinance the Plat cannot be approved until it is 
made to be compliant. 

 
Upon approval by the Planning Department, two copies of the Secondary Plat will be filed 
in the Planning Department, one copy shall be forwarded to the Dearborn County Assessor 
and the original mylar will be hand carried to the to the Dearborn County Auditor’s 
Office.  The Auditor’s Office will duly enter each parcel for taxation then the Plat will be 
delivered to the Dearborn County Recorder for recording. 

 
Approval of the Secondary Plat by the Plan Commission shall not constitute the 
acceptance by the appropriate legislative body of the public dedication or maintenance of 
any street or other facility nor shall it imply acceptance by the Dearborn County Recorder 
for recording purposes. 
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Section 225 – MINOR SUBDIVISIONS 
 

1. Minor Subdivision Procedure  
 
The purpose of this Minor Subdivision review procedure is to potentially allow for a more 
expedient review process.  A Minor Subdivision as defined in this Ordinance shall be 
required to follow the Primary Plat and Secondary Plat review procedures and 
requirements outlined in Section 215.  Within ten (10) days of receipt of a complete 
application, the Planning Director or his designee shall:  

 
a. Review the Applicant's application for technical conformity with these 

regulations; 
b. Prepare a report and recommendation; 
c. Schedule a Technical Review Committee meeting to review the application within 

fifteen (15) days of its completion; 
d. The Technical Committee shall review the Applicant's application for compliance 

with these regulations.  The Technical Committee may approve the application, 
approve the application with conditions or deny the application.  However, if the 
Technical Committee determines that the application and Plat comply with these 
regulations, it shall grant primary approval.  The Planning Department shall stamp 
the Plan approved after expiration of the appeal period and distribute the copies 
accordingly. 

Within ten (10) days after the Technical Committee's approval of the Applicant's 
application, the interested parties shall be notify by certified mail, of their right to appeal 
the Technical Committee's decision.  In order to appeal a decision of the Technical 
Committee, the Applicant or Appellant must file a notice of appeal with the Planning 
Department within ten (10) days of receipt of the notice.  The appeal of a decision of the 
Technical Committee may be taken only to the Commission. 
 
Upon the filing of a notice of appeal, the Applicant's application for primary approval 
shall be subject to the procedures of Section 215 as if it were a new application.  If no 
appeal is filed the Applicant shall proceed with the Secondary Plat procedures as outlined 
in this Ordinance. 
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Section 235 – CERTIFIED SURVEYS 
 

1. Certified Survey Procedure  
 

The provisions for Certified Survey Review and approval are intended to provide a 
convenient and expeditious process for the conveyance or transfer of land from the parent 
tract as described in definition section of this Ordinance.  Property can be divided through 
this procedure if it meets the requirements stipulated in Article 6 of this Order.  Each lot 
intended for building or development purposes must still meet the minimum standards in 
each zoning district as stated on the Town of St. Leon Zoning Map and in the Town of St. 
Leon Zoning Ordinance.  This type of plat is intended to allow the division of a single lot 
from a larger tract for building purposes and for the casual sale of property, including the 
sale of property for non-buildable lots, when the imposition of the Major or Minor 
Subdivision procedure would be unnecessary.  Certified Surveys may be submitted at any 
time to the Planning Department for Staff review and approval. 

 
  2. Certified Survey Requirements 
 

Certified Surveys are intended to graphically represent the information of a boundary 
survey of property that is to be subdivided. 

a. Date, north arrow, and standard engineering scale not less than one inch 
equals two hundred feet (1”= 200’), unless approved by the Planning 
Department Staff.  Plats shall be at a size of 18” x 24” on mylar drawn in ink; 

b. Name, address, telephone number and seal of the Indiana Registered Land 
Surveyor responsible for the survey Plat and the Land Surveyor's Certificate 
(Article 7, Certificate A); 

c. Boundary of the parcel and Subdivision of that parcel, including bearings and 
distances of each tangent course, and all necessary data for curve courses.  
The traverse that the boundary is depended on shall meet the Indiana 
minimum standards, and if requested by the Planning Department, closure 
documentation shall be submitted in addition to the plat; 

d. Area in acres of the parent parcel and each Subdivision of the parcel.  If a 
parcel falls in two different townships, sections, or quarter sections, separate 
acreage’s shall be listed; 

e. Location and names of public or private right-of-ways that adjoin the 
boundary, and whether the road is maintained or abandoned; 

f. Encroachments discovered in the course of the survey; 
g. Names of adjacent property owners, deed record and page #, and recorded 

Subdivisions with section or phase number; 
h. Vicinity Map with an accurate scale, at a township level; 
i. Statement by the applicant as to whether the transfer will be used, or is being 

used, for building or non-building purposes, and label this with bold letters on 
the parcel; 
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j. A description of the size, character, and location—including the location 
relative to the surface of the ground—of all monuments, with notations 
indicating which were found and which were set; 

k. Current zoning of the subject property; 
l. The Property Parcel Map Number (#) that the new lot is being divided from; 
m. Existing structures and distances to the newly established property lines; 
n. Show the location and dimensions of a cemetery if it exists on the site; 
o. Label and show the boundaries of the designated flood zone, if they exist on 

the site; 
p. Show utility easements and road frontage; 
q. Variances and/or covenants if applicable; 
r. Reference to source of title; 
s. Reference to Section, Township, Range and Political Township; 
t. Owner’s Certificate (Article 7, Certificate B-1, B-2 or D) and Certificate for 

Plan Commission approval (Article 7, Certificate C), Certificate of the 
Dearborn County Recorder and Auditor (Article 7, Certificate E & H); 

u. For Subdivisions that are intended to be developed immediately, a sight 
distance study shall be performed.  Existing access points should also have the 
following notes but may not be required to meet the sight distance 
requirements: “The recording of this plat provides no guarantee that the 
designated location for the access point will receive sight distance approval 
from the St. Leon Plan Commission” OR “On _____ Day of _________, 
200__ there are ________ feet of sight distance in the (easterly, westerly, 
northerly, southerly) direction and ________ feet of sight distance in the 
opposite (easterly, westerly, northerly, southerly) direction measured to meet 
the minimum sight distance requirements of the St. Leon Zoning Ordinance.” 

v. If the Subdivision is not intended to be developed immediately, or a sight 
distance study has not been performed, the following statements shall appear 
on the plat: “Upon visual inspection there are approximately ________ feet of 
sight distance in the (easterly, westerly, northerly, southerly) direction and 
approximately ________ feet of sight distance in the opposite (easterly, 
westerly, northerly, southerly) direction.  (If multiple sections of sight 
distance exist, each section must be denoted on the plat.) OR “At the time of 
this plat, a sight distance study has not been performed.  A sight distance 
study will have to be performed by an Indiana registered Professional 
Engineer or Land Surveyor in accordance with the Major Plot Plan Review 
process prior to construction of new access points.  THE APPROVAL OF 
THIS PLAT PROVIDES NO GUARANTEE THAT THIS PARCEL WILL 
MEET THE MINIMUM SIGHT DISTANCE REQUIREMENTS 
ASSTABLISHED BY THE TOWN OF ST. LEON PLAN COMMISSION.” 

w. A Surveyor’s Report and Legal Description of the property; 
x. When a parcel adjoins an existing public street, a minimum width of one-half 

the right-of- way shall be required in the form of an easement and shown on 
the plat along the entire lot frontage (s). 
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3. Certified Survey Approval 
 

Approval, approval with conditions or modifications, or disapproval shall occur within ten 
(10) working days from the date of submittal of the application.  Once reviewed and 
approved by Planning Director or his designee the Plat will be signed and stamped 
“Approved” by the Planning Department Official.  Approval of the Certified Survey by 
the Planning Department does not record the parcel of land.  A parcel is not recorded until 
the Plat and deed has been duly entered for taxation by the Dearborn County Auditor and 
then accepted for recording by the Dearborn County Recorder.  All Certified Surveys shall 
require a newly created deed unless the survey is a retracement of a currently recorded 
parcel.  However, if a new deed and/or legal description is created the retracement plat 
must follow the same procedure as a Certified Survey. 

 
Upon approval by the Planning Department, the original mylar will be hand carried by the 
property owner/applicant to the Dearborn County Auditor’s Office.  The Auditor Office’s 
will match the deed to the plat and duly enter the parcel for taxation and then the plat and 
deed will be delivered to the Dearborn County Recorder for recording.  A copy of the 
Certified Survey shall also be forwarded to the Dearborn County Assessor.  
 
Approval of the Certified Survey by the Plan Commission shall not constitute the 
acceptance by the appropriate legislative body of the public dedication or maintenance of 
any street or other facility nor shall it imply acceptance by the Dearborn County Recorder 
for recording purposes. 

 
SECTION 240 - RESUBDIVISION OF PLATS 
 

The Planning Director or his designee shall determine the appropriate Subdivision procedure 
for modifying an existing, recorded Subdivision plat based on the following criteria.  Any 
replat of a Subdivision that creates the same or less of an impact to any platted public right-of-
ways or that does not increase the density of buildable lots, shall be permitted through the 
Secondary Plat or Certified Survey procedure.  However, any replat that significantly alters the 
public right-of-way or increases the number of buildable lots shall be required to follow the 
Minor or Major Division review procedure.  An Improvement Plan will be required if the replat 
results in construction changes to the Subdivision and/or the public right-of-way.  
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SECTION 250 – VACATION OF PLATS 
 
As identified in IC 36-7-3-12, any person who owns or is interested in a parcel of real estate 
located within the Town of St. Leon and who wants to vacate all or part of a public way (street, 
road, alley, etc.) or public place in or contiguous to his or her real estate, may file a written 
petition with the Plan Commission requesting the vacation.   
 
The application must: 
 
 1. State the circumstances of the case; 
 2. Specifically describe the property proposed to be vacated;  
 3. Give the names and addresses of all owners of land that abuts the property proposed 

to be vacated; 
 4. Contain a map or line drawing showing the public way to be vacated and its 

relationship to abutting parcels prepared by a registered Indiana Land Surveyor.  This 
map shall also indicate the names of the adjoining property owners located along 
public way. 

 
The Commission shall hold a public hearing and forward a recommendation pursuant to I. C. 
36-7-4 et. seq., to the Town Board.  The legislative body shall hold a hearing on the petition 
within thirty (30) days after the recommendation is received from the Commission.  Notice of 
the hearing and of the time and place of the hearing shall be given as required by Indiana Law.  
After the hearing on the petition, the legislative body may, by ordinance, vacate the public way 
or public place.  The attorney of the legislative body shall furnish a copy of each vacation 
ordinance to the County Recorder for recording and to the County Auditor.  
 
At such public hearing, any person aggrieved by the proposed vacation may object but only on 
the following grounds: 
 1. The vacation would hinder the growth or orderly development of the unit or 

neighborhood in which it is located or to which it is contiguous; 
 2. The vacation would make access to the lands of the aggrieved person by means of 

public way difficult or inconvenient; 
 3. The vacation would hinder the public's access to a church, school, or other public 

building or place; 
 4. The vacation would hinder the use of a public way by the neighborhood in which it is 

located or to which it is contiguous. 
  
After the denial of a vacation proceeding under this chapter, a subsequent vacation proceeding 
affecting the same property and asking for the same relief may not be initiated for 2 years as 
indicated in I.C. 36-7-3-15. 
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Platted easements may be vacated in the same manner as public ways and public places.  
Notwithstanding this section, vacation proceedings do not deprive a public utility of the use of 
all or part of a public way or public place to be vacated, if, at the time the proceedings are 
instituted, the utility is occupying and using all or part of that public way or public place for the 
location and operation of its facilities.  However, the utility may waive its rights under this 
subsection by filing its written consent in the vacation proceedings. 
 
 
SECTION 260 - Revisions to Approved Primary Plats and/or Improvement Plans 
 
In certain cases, a Developer or Applicant may find it necessary to make changes to the 
arrangement, size, number, or location of individual lots, streets, or utilities.  These changes are 
recognized as a typical part of the development process.  In general, the Improvement Plan, and 
Secondary Plat should be the same in design and layout as the approved Primary Plat.  Any 
changes that are made to the approved Primary Plat shall be submitted to and reviewed by the 
Planning Director or his designee to determine if these changes are major or minor in scope.  
Major changes will require a new public hearing as identified in Section 215. 
 
Any changes made to the Improvement Plan shall be submitted to and reviewed by the staff to 
determine if the changes are major or minor.  Major changes will require the developer to 
reapply under the Improvement Plan procedure identified in Section 215.  Minor changes shall 
be submitted as an as-built plan. 
 
Major changes shall consist of any substantial increase in density, elimination of roadway 
connections, major realignment of roadways, major reconfiguration of lots and similar type 
changes. 

  
  
Section 270 – HORIZONTAL PROPERTY REGIME  
   

Per IC 32-1-6-12, the owner of the land on which a horizontal property regime is being 
declared shall record with the County Recorder in which the land is situated a declaration 
containing the particular requirements of that section. While no Plan Commission hearing is 
required for the Horizontal Property Regime, the development of the land shall be subject to 
review by the Planning Director, or his designee. 

 


